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Modern conflicts in North America have their origins in 
both the distant past and recent developments. Histori-
cally, the most serious international conflicts were wars 
over land and natural resources, such as silver, fish, and 
animal furs. American Indians and Europeans fought 
each other as they sought to preserve and extend their 
control over North America. Conflicts continued after the 
independence of the United States, Mexico, and Canada, 
and led to threats, treaties, and several wars. At the same 

time, struggles took place within countries over resources 
and political power. As the countries grew during the late 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, domestic conflicts 
overshadowed international ones. New social and eco-
nomic problems heightened old tensions and created new 
ones. Regional inequalities, population growth, industri-
alization and labor organization, ethnic and race rela-
tions, political struggles, and social issues have all led to 
conflict in all three North American nations.
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The North American continent is composed of three large 
nations: Canada, the United States, and Mexico . Canada, 
the northernmost of the countries, covers 3,849,653 
square miles and had a population of 30,387,300 in 1997 . 
The United States, Canada’s southern neighbor, is 
3,717,792 square miles in size and had a population of 
270,958,700 as of 1997 . The southernmost of the three 
North American nations, Mexico, covers 761,602 square 
miles and, as of 1997, had a population of 97,563,400 .

EUROPEAN COLONIALISM

Long before the arrival of Europeans in North America in 
the sixteenth century, American Indians fought to further 
their interests . In their desire for trade, tribute, and polit-
ical power, they fought among themselves, forming 
armies and using weapons to defeat their enemies . The 
Aztec state of central Mexico in the fifteenth and early 
sixteenth centuries is a prominent example of the orga-
nized use of violence to promote political ends . Less 
well-known conflicts occurred in most parts of the conti-
nent as Native Americans sought to protect or extend 
their influence.

With the arrival of Europeans, conflicts increased in 
number and magnitude . In their efforts to establish colo-
nies, the Spanish, French, and English changed the face of 
the continent. Conflicts among American Indians 

continued—and in some cases accelerated—but paled in 
comparison to the European threat . The relationship 
between American Indians and Europeans was often 
marred by war and exploitation . Africans forced into 
slavery and brought to North America suffered the same 
abuse . African Americans, African Mexicans, and the 
much smaller African Canadian population suffered 
under the new colonial regimes .

Canadian Forces stand guard in downtown Montreal. 
(Image: Montreal Gazette October 18, 1970)
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Colonial expansion also led to conflict. Wars among 
the Spanish, French, English, and Dutch led to gains and 
losses of territory and trade routes . With the independence 
of the former colonies, territorial claims continued to 
cause instability and, in some cases, war . The United 
States benefitted the most. With the Louisiana Purchase in 

1803, the annexation of Texas in 1845, and lands gained 
from the Mexican-American War of 1846-1848, it became 
a country that stretched from the Atlantic Ocean to the 
Pacific Ocean.

The United States and Canada, after several early 
problems, have had a much more peaceful relationship 
than the United States and Mexico . During the American 
Revolution and the War of 1812, border conflicts and 
invasions harmed U .S . and British relations; so did Con-
federate efforts to involve Canada in the U .S . Civil War . 
These conflicts evoked fear in Canada but did not perma-
nently damage Canadian-U .S . relations .

ARMED CONFLICT

Direct military conflicts among the three countries of 
North America do not currently represent a threat to con-
tinental stability, although recognition of the power of the 
United States continues to influence Mexican and Cana-
dian foreign policy. Past violence has given way to  
compromise and shared interests in maintaining peaceful 
relations . This is especially important given the long bor-
ders shared by the countries and the increasing economic 

The arrival of Samuel de Champlain, the father of New France, on 
the site of Quebec City. (George Agnew Reid)

Map of North America, from 1621.
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integration of North America . Increased integration has 
meant that money, people, and technology are moving 
back and forth across borders at a fast pace . Discussion 
and compromise help solve problems .

Internal conflicts within the countries have led to more 
violence than the wars between them . Mexico suffered 
from the War of the Reform (1857-1861) in much the 
same way that the United States suffered from its own 
Civil War (1861-1865) . In the early twentieth century, 
Mexico experienced another great civil conflict, the Rev-
olution of 1910-1917, a conflict that left a trail of violence 
into the 1920s .

Canadian history has been more peaceful . The Rebel-
lions of 1837 in Upper (Ontario) and Lower (Quebec) 
Canada left few casualties . The same was true of the  
Red River Rebellion in 1869-1870 and the Northwest 
Rebellion in 1885 . With a small population spread  
over a large territory and a tradition of political compro-
mise, Canada’s internal history has been relatively  
harmonious .

As the twentieth century unfolded, each country 
adjusted to change in its own way . There were, however, 
periods when they all experienced unrest . During the 
1960s and early 1970s, radical political groups rebelled 
against their governments . Students challenged tradi-
tional cultural values and public policies with massive 
demonstrations, which were at times stopped by police 
force . Ethnic and racial unrest gained momentum during 
the 1960s, especially in the United States, where African 
Americans, Latinos, American Indians, and Asian Ameri-
cans challenged the authority of those in power . Many 
feared that revolution would overthrow the government . 
In Quebec, Canada, changes were so far-reaching that the 
term “Quiet Revolution” has been used to describe them . 
Revolution did not take place, but violent confrontations 
did occur .

Current issues of violence and confrontation have their 
origins during the 1960s and earlier time periods . The 
unique history of individuals, groups, and institutions 
makes it difficult to summarize the important issues for all 
of North America . There are, however, some comparative 
themes and problems whose study may help provide an 
understanding of both North America as a whole and the 
individual countries .

REGIONAL INEQUALITIES

As long as there are regional differences in income, 
health, education, nutrition, and housing, regions will 
influence politics in North America. Some of the regions, 
such as the Chihuahuan Desert, the Rocky Mountains, 
and the Great Plains, span borders. Concern over environ-
mental problems has led to an appreciation of the conti-
nental scope of regions . More often, regions are discussed 
in the context of individual countries .

In Mexico, the southern states of Oaxaca and Chiapas, 
with their large Indian populations, have traditionally 
been the poorest in the country . The northern states of 
Baja California, Sonora, and Chihuahua that border the 
United States have been wealthier, although incomes are 
far lower than in the United States . Between north and 
south is Mexico City, the dominant force in the country . 
Mexican regional inequalities are deep, partly the result 
of a lack of a commitment to overcome them and partly 
the result of a slower rate of industrialization .

The United States has its own history of regional differ-
ences . The New England states contrast with the Deep 
South, the Mid-Atlantic states with the Midwest, the South-
west with the Northwest . In recent history, the poverty of 

General Antonio López de Santa Anna was a military hero who 
became president of Mexico on multiple occasions. The Mexican 
Army's intervention in politics was an ongoing issue during much 
of the mid-nineteenth century. (Carlos Paris)
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the Appalachian region, especially states such as Kentucky 
and West Virginia, led to increased federal aid .

The politics of regions is stronger in Canada than in the 
United States and Mexico . The Atlantic provinces of 
Newfoundland, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia 
demand recognition of their economic problems . British 
Columbia in the far West is oriented toward the Pacific 
and the Asian markets . French-speaking Quebec demands 
more autonomy . National politics in Canada is a delicate 
balancing act among the conflicting interests of these and 
other regions .

POPULATION

Population increases provide one of the keys to explaining 
the differences among the three North American countries . 
This is a controversial topic because of disagreement about 
the consequences of population change . Despite the dis-
agreement, there is evidence to prove that population size, 
rates of increase, and density, or numbers of people per 
square mile, are helpful in explaining conflict.

The Mexican population has grown the fastest in North 
America, creating many problems for the country . From 
1950 to 2018 the Mexican population increased from 
25,791,017 to 125,959,205, an increase of nearly 400 per-
cent . During the same period the U .S . population 
increased by just over 100 percent, from 151,325,798 to 
329,256,465 . The Canadian population increased from 
14,009,429 to 35,881,659, just a slightly higher rate than 
the United States .

An increase or decrease of population influences 
employment, health, education, and immigration . A rapid 
increase in population without a corresponding increase 
in economic opportunity has caused tensions in all three 
countries, but especially in Mexico .

INDUSTRIALIZATION AND LABOR 
ORGANIZATION

Agriculture dominated the economic history of all three 
countries until the late nineteenth century, when facto-
ries became increasingly common . The United States 
industrialized the fastest, followed by Canada and then 
Mexico .

As industrialization progressed, workers organized to 
defend and promote their interests . Individually, they had 
little power against the new corporations, which were 
often protected by law . Workers soon found, however, 
that they had more strength as members of workers’ 
groups. Thus, labor conflict grew and eventually clashed 
with the new corporations . Many incidents of labor con-
flict have occurred in each country. In the United States, 
the Haymarket Square strike (1886) in Chicago and the 
Homestead Strike (1892) outside Pittsburgh signaled a 
new era of labor violence . During the Cananea strike 
(1906) in Sonora, Mexico, the government and foreign 
interests joined to repress striking workers . In Canada, the 
Winnipeg strike (1919) is remembered as the coming-of-
age of organized labor .

Labor conflicts continue in North America, but they 
are not as disruptive as in the past . Mexico may encounter 
the most difficulties in the future because of its slower 
rate of industrialization .

In the twentieth century, the most industrialized 
countries enjoyed the highest quality of life. Per capita 
gross national product figures (the total of goods and 
services divided by the number of people) demonstrate 
the extreme differences in North America . In 1990, per 
capita income reached US$22,380 in the United States, 
US$15,640 in Canada, and US$2,580 in Mexico . In a 

Second lieutenant Ulysses S. Grant, one of the many officers 
in the U.S. Army in the Mexican–American War to serve in 
the American Civil War.
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global context, Mexico has a large, dynamic economy, 
but compared to its North American neighbors, it is 
poor . The poverty forces many Mexicans to migrate to 
the United States in search of employment . They con-
tribute to economic development and at the same time 
place new demands on the educational and health sys-
tems of the United States .

Another difficulty for labor is the reorganization and 
globalization of production and distribution . International 
corporations, often called transnationals, produce and dis-
tribute their products in many different countries . Orga-
nized labor in the United States and Canada, fearful of 
losing jobs to lower-paid workers in Mexico and else-
where, is trying to adjust to the realities of the global 
economy .

ETHNIC AND RACIAL CONFLICT

European colonization of North America created new ten-
sions and set the pattern for racial inequality . Europeans 

held positions of power over American Indians and 
enslaved Africans . In central Mexico, Indian societies 
continued to exist alongside Spanish ones . This was partly 
because of the size of the Indian population and partly 
because of protective Spanish legislation . In the English 
colonies, Indians quickly lost their lands and indepen-
dence . In the French colonies, Indians participated in 
trade and commerce, at times profiting from this activity. 
In the end, however, they fell under the control of the 
French .

Mexican Indians still suffer from discrimination and 
poverty . Clustered mainly in southern states, they are 
primarily rural and have limited access to education 
and health care . Violence and hostility continue to dis-
rupt Mexican life. Most noticeable is the conflict 
between Indians and federal troops in the southernmost 
state of Chiapas. This conflict, which had its origins  
in the increasing poverty and exploitation of the 
region’s Indians, erupted in widespread disorder on 
January 1, 1994 .

A maquila in Mexico. (Guldhammer)
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In the United States and Canada, the number of Indians 
is much smaller, but their condition is essentially the 
same. Poverty and isolation make life difficult. A major 
change in recent years is a growing appreciation of Native 
American culture and the contributions Indians have 
made to North American life .

Africans in North America have their own history of 
poverty and oppression . Slavery existed in all three coun-
tries but only emerged as a widespread labor system in the 
United States . Even after the abolition of slavery, laws 
and social practices prevented African Americans from 
full participation in political and economic life . Only 
through struggle, some of it violent, have they managed to 
improve their condition .

Immigrants have also experienced discrimination . 
Different languages, dress styles, and social customs at 
times provoked a harsh reaction . Chinese and Japanese 
immigrants in all three countries suffered from phys-
ical and legal attacks beginning in the late nineteenth 
century . Recent immigrants from Southeast Asia and 
Latin America face their own problems in adjusting to 
life in the United States and Canada . Mexico also has 
large numbers of immigrants, most of them refugees 
who have escaped from political conflict in Central 
America .

POLITICAL STRUGGLES

Canada and the United States have had a long-standing 
commitment to the exercise of power through constitu-
tional rule . The particular form of this commitment has 
differed between the two countries, but it has been a part 
of their political history . Both countries are democratic 
and allow protest and reform . In other words, the citi-
zens of both countries, through the vote and through 
political parties and other organizations, can influence 
politics .

Despite its democratic tradition, political violence 
affects the United States . The Civil Rights and Black 
Power movements during the 1950s and 1960s chal-
lenged traditional politics . Urban violence, although not a 
form of formal protest, has also threatened political sta-
bility . Riots in Los Angeles, Detroit, Miami, and other 
cities reveal some of the frustrations in the political 
system .

Canada lacks a tradition of widespread racial violence 
and urban riots . The most violent threats to constitutional 
authority in Canada erupted in the late 1960s with the 
Front de Liberation du Quebec, which argued that violent 

means were acceptable to change the government . This 
led to the implementation of the War Measures Act of 
1914, which gives the government extraordinary power to 
deal with internal crises involving violence . Since that 
time, there has been little organized political violence in 
Canada .

Mexico has struggled unsuccessfully to develop an 
open, democratic system . More authoritarian and person-
alistic, the rules of the Mexican system have not favored 
the individual citizen . In contrast to the citizens of the 
United States and Canada, most Mexicans have not been 
able to influence politics. Beginning during the 1980s, 
however, Mexican politics entered a new period . Reforms 
of the political system, especially those that favor the 
rights of the citizen, promise a different future for Mex-
ican politics .

In recent years, terrorism has emerged as a new threat 
to the political stability of the continent . Unpredictable 
but usually carefully planned and executed, terrorism 
caught civil and military authorities off guard . By the late 
1960s, all three countries had experienced attacks against 
governments and businesses . Terrorists blew up buildings 
and kidnapped wealthy individuals . In extreme cases, ter-
rorism took the form of “skyjackings,” or the comman-
deering of an airplane in flight. Another form of terrorism 
known as environmental terrorism also appeared . Groups 
committed to environmental causes used violence or the 
threat of violence in hopes of protecting the environment . 
By the late 1990s, Canada and the United States had expe-
rienced this type of violence .

As terrorism became more internationalized during the 
1970s and 1980s, the focus of threats and attacks was 
clearly the United States . Mexico and Canada lived with 
occasional internal threats but rarely had to contend with 
attacks against their citizens in foreign countries . The 
United States, because of its power, politics, and wide vis-
ibility throughout the world, was singled out by terrorists . 
By the end of the 1990s, terrorism was recognized as 
more of a threat to the security of the United States than 
traditional military conflicts.

The flow of arms, many of them manufactured in the 
United States, contributes to the violence . Canada has 
had a successful policy of gun control that has helped 
curtail internal violence . Mexico has been less suc-
cessful but by the end of the 1990s had implemented 
more stringent inspections at its northern border to pre-
vent the illegal importation of weapons . The widespread 
availability of weapons makes terrorism more difficult 
to control .
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1939 (September) Canada enters World War II in 
support of Britain .

1941
(December 7) Japanese attack on Pearl 
Harbor brings United States into  
World War II .

1943
(June) American sailors attack Mexican 
Americans in Los Angeles’s Zoot-Suit 
riots .

1945 (August 14) World War II ends with 
unconditional surrender of Japan .

1948 (April 30) Organization of American States is 
formed .

1954 United States deports Mexicans under 
“Operation Wetback .”

1960 “Quiet Revolution” begins in Quebec .

1962 (October) United States confronts Soviet Union 
in Cuban Missile Crisis .

1963 (November 22) U .S . president John F . 
Kennedy is assassinated .

1964 (August) Gulf of Tonkin leads to escalation of 
U .S . involvement in Vietnam War .

1965 (February 21) Malcolm X is assassinated in 
New York .

1965
(August) Riot in Los Angeles’s Watts district 
is first of series of racially motivated summer 
rioting in major U .S . cities .

1968 Founding of Parti Québecois increases 
momentum for Quebec’s separatism .

1968 (April 4) Martin Luther King, Jr ., is 
assassinated in Memphis, Tennessee .

1968
(October) Mexican police kill hundreds of 
students demonstrating during Mexico City 
Olympics .

1974 (August 8) U .S . president Richard Nixon 
resigns .

1976 Montreal Olympic Games are interrupted by 
violence .

1976 Large oil deposits are discovered in Mexico .

1980
(May) Racially motivated rioting leaves 
eighteen dead and many injured in Miami, 
Florida .

1989 Canada and United States sign Free Trade 
Act .

TIME LINE: NORTH AMERICA

1519 Spanish occupation of Mexico begins .

1607 British settlement begins with founding of 
Jamestown, Virginia .

1608 French settlement begins with founding of 
Quebec City .

1756–1763
France and Great Britain fight for control 
of Canada in French and Indian, or Seven 
Years’, War .

1763
France cedes most of its North American 
possessions to Great Britain at conclusion  
of war .

1776 (July 4) Britain’s thirteen Atlantic seaboard 
colonies declare their independence .

1783 Britain recognizes independence of United 
States .

1803 United States purchases Louisiana Territory 
from France .

1821 Mexico gains independence from Spain .

1836 Revolt of American settlers in Texas against 
Mexican rule makes Texas independent .

1845 United States annexes Texas .
1846 Mexican-American War begins .

1848
Under treaty ending Mexican-American War, 
Mexico cedes almost half of its territory to 
United States .

1857–1861 War of Reform embroils Mexico in civil war .

1861–1865 Northern and Southern states fight in U.S. 
Civil War .

1864–1867 France attempts to rule Mexico through 
puppet emperor Maximilian .

1867 Constitution Act, formerly British North 
America Act, creates Dominion of Canada .

1898
U .S . victory over Spain in Spanish-American 
War expands U.S. influence in Caribbean and 
Pacific.

1910 Mexican Revolution begins .

1914 (August) Canada enters World War I in 
support of Great Britain .

1917 Mexican constitution is signed in Querétaro.

1917 (April) United States enters World War I 
against Germany .

1929 (October 29) Wall Street stock market crash 
helps trigger Great Depression .

(continues on p. 8)
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1989
(March 24) Massive oil spill from Exxon 
Valdez oil tanker off Alaska increases 
concern about environment .

1992
(April) Racially motivated rioting in 
Los Angeles leaves fifty-eight dead and 
widespread destruction .

1992
(December 17) Leaders of Canada, Mexico, 
and United States sign North American Free 
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) .

1993
(February 26) Terrorist bombing of New 
York City’s World Trade Center kills six 
people .

1993
(November 4) Liberal Party leader 
Jean Chrétien becomes Canada’s prime 
minister .

1994 Zapatistas initiate guerrilla war in Chiapas, 
Mexico .

1994 (January 1) NAFTA goes into effect .

1994 (March) Mexican presidential candidate Luis 
Donaldo Colosio is assassinated .

1995 (April 19) Terrorist bomb kills 169 people in 
Oklahoma City federal building .

1998 Drug violence increases in Mexican border 
cities .

1998
(August 7) Nearly simultaneous explosions 
of terrorist bombs kill and injure thousands 
at U .S . embassies in Kenya and Tanzania .

1998

(November) Members of British Columbia’s 
Nisg’a nation vote to ratify treaty with 
federal government that will give them title 
to their land and partial independence from 
provincial and national law; critics charge 
treaty may promote balkanization of Canada .

1998

(December 19) House of Representatives 
votes two articles of impeachment against 
President Clinton, charging him with 
committing perjury and obstructing justice .

1999

(March 4) President Zedillo proposes that 
Mexico adopt U .S . system of nominating 
presidential candidates through state 
primaries—a change that would end tradition 
of presidents’ selecting their own successors .

1999 (February 12) U .S . Senate votes decisively 
to acquit Clinton .

2000
(July) Vicente Fox, of the conservative 
Alliance for Change party, wins the Mexican 
presidential election .

2000

(November) Republican George  
W . Bush narrowly wins the American 
presidency, with the election results being 
disputed all the way to the U .S . Supreme 
Court .

2001

(September 11) Nineteen al-Qaeda 
terrorists hijack four U .S . airliners . Two 
of them are flown into the World Trade 
Center in New York City, destroying the 
twin skyscrapers. One is flown into the 
Pentagon in Washington, D.C., causing 
heavy damage . On the fourth airliner 
passengers were able to disable the 
hijackers, and the plane crashed in a field 
near Shanksville, Pennsylvania. In total, 
2,996 people die in the attacks, and over 
6,000 are injured .

2001

(September) U.S. President George W. Bush 
declares a War on Terrorism in response to 
the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks . The 
War on Terrorism results in greater security 
in the U.S. (exemplified by the establishment 
of the Department of Homeland Security 
in 2002), as well as the wars in Iraq and 
Afghanistan .

2002
(January) Canada sends its first troops to 
Afghanistan to support the American War on 
Terrorism .

2003
(March) U .S . missile strikes mark the start 
of the American effort to remove Iraqi leader 
Saddam Hussein .

2003 (April) Canada refuses to join the U .S .-led 
coalition to wage war on Iraq .

2003
(December) Paul Martin of the Liberal Party 
becomes Canada’s prime minister after 
Chretien retires .

2004 (November) George W . Bush is reelected 
U .S . president .

2006
(January) The Conservative victories in 
Canada’s parliamentary elections makes 
Stephen Harper the prime minister .

2006

(February 28) The Six Nations of the 
Grand River dispute the unlawful non-
Indigenous ownership of land in Canada 
by occupying of a parcel of land in 
Caledonia, Ontario, using it as an example 
of the stealing of Indigenous land in 
defiance of treaties.

(continued from p. 7)
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2006

(March) The U .S . Congress passes and Bush 
signs the Patriot Act, a controversial measure 
that the government argued was needed 
to fight terrorism, but that many argued 
deprived Americans of their constitutionally-
guaranteed liberties .

2006

(June) Seventeen suspected terrorists are 
arrested in Toronto, Canada . The men are 
thought to have been planning multiple 
suicide attacks .

2006
(July) National Action Party candidate  
Felipe Calderón wins the Mexican 
presidency .

2006

(November) The Canadian Parliament 
votes to grant nationhood to the province of 
Quebec, while still retaining it as a part of 
Canada .

2006

(December 11)–present The Mexican 
government’s ongoing war on drug 
plantations and drug traffickers, 
encompassing Operation Michoacán, 
Operation Baja California, Operation 
Sinaloa, Joint Operation Nuevo León-
Tamaulipas, Operation Chihuahua, and 
Operation Quintana Roo .

2008

(November) Democrat Barack Obama  
wins the U .S . presidential election and 
becomes the first non-white to hold the 
office.

2009

(March) The Mexican military occupies 
Ciudad Juarez, directly across the U .S .-
Mexican border from El Paso, to quell 
violence taking place between rival drug 
gangs .

2010
(April 8) The U .S . signs a new nuclear 
arms treaty with Russia to replace the 1991 
Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty .

2010

(June) Canada’s Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission starts to hold hearings to  
shed light on the nation’s history of  
policies that stripped Indigenous people 
of their land, culture, religious beliefs, and 
language .

2011
(May 2) A contingent of U .S . Navy special 
forces captures and kills al-Qaeda leader 
Osama Bin Laden in Pakistan.

2012
(July) Enrique Pena Nieto of the liberal 
Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) the 
Mexican presidential election .

2012

(September 11) Armed demonstrators 
overwhelm the U .S . consulate in Benghazi, 
Libya, killing the U .S . ambassador and three 
others .

2012 (November) Barack Obama wins reelection 
to the U .S . presidency .

2013

(April 15) Two bombs planted by two 
Kyrgyz-American brothers explode at the 
finish line of the Boston Marathon, killing 
three and injuring over 170 . The brothers 
had been radicalized to holding jihadist 
beliefs .

2014
(October) Canada joins the U .S .-led coalition 
carrying out air strikes against the ISIS 
terrorist group in Iraq .

2015
(June 17) A white supremacist opens fire on 
parishioners at an African American church 
in Charleston, South Carolina, killing nine .

2015

(October) Liberal Party leader Justin 
Trudeau, son of former prime minister  
Pierre Trudeau, becomes prime minister of 
Canada .

2015

(December 2) A Pakistani-American, 
Muslim married couple who had been 
radicalized attack a government complex in 
San Bernardino, California, killing fourteen .

2016
(November) Republican Donald J .  
Trump wins the U .S . presidential  
election .

2017
(January) Trump signs an executive  
order barring immigration to the United 
States from many Muslim-majority nations .

2017

(October) The Canadian government agrees 
to pay reparations to Indigenous people who 
were forcibly removed from their tribes and 
families, to be adopted by white Canadians .

2018
(June) Trump meets with North  
Korean dictator Kim Jong Un in an effort to 
reduce tensions between the two Koreas .

2018

(October) Canada, Mexico, and the 
United States sign the United States-
Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA) 
which Trump demanded to replace the 
North American Free Trade Agreement 
(NAFTA) .

2018

(November) Andres Manuel López 
Obrador of the left-wing National 
Regeneration Movement, wins the 
Mexican presidency .
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SOCIAL ISSUES

The concept of “social” issues encompasses many prob-
lems: poverty, illiteracy, drug addiction, crime, and 
minority rights, to mention only a few. Conflict and con-
frontation are associated with all of these problems . 
Recent attention has focused on the rights of minorities, 
acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), youth 
violence, and the status of women and children . The 
changing status of women helps to illustrate broader  
patterns of change . Historically, laws and customs have 
relegated women to an inferior position in all three coun-
tries, making them dependent on fathers and husbands . 
Restrictions existed at many levels, from owning property 
to voting . Women suffered partly because of their inferior 
legal status . For them, much of the twentieth century was 
a struggle to improve their position .

The legal rights that women have achieved have not 
eliminated the problem of domestic violence . Most com-
monly directed against women and children, it was a 
hidden issue in the past . Efforts to stop domestic violence 
increased with the rise of the women’s movement .

Domestic violence is of widespread concern in the 
United States and Canada and is gradually becoming a 
national issue in Mexico. Previously, women in cases of 
rape or battery suffered from legal systems that discrimi-
nated against them, weakened their cases, and often tried 
to make them accomplices instead of victims . Canada  
has perhaps gone the furthest in legally defending the 
rights of women, spelled out in the Canadian Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms (1982) . Both the United States and 
Canada have created new institutions and support systems 
for women and children . Large cities and small towns 
have shelters for abuse victims, and social agencies pro-
vide counseling directed at reducing domestic conflict.

Women in Mexico have had a more difficult time in 
securing their rights . Mexican culture, traditionally 
described as patriarchal, or dominated by male authority, 
relegated women to an inferior position of power . Mex-
ican laws confirmed the prevailing customs, limiting 
women’s rights in the courts . This is beginning to change .

Two important changes have altered the roles of 
women in Mexico . First, as more men migrated to the 
United States, women assumed more responsibilities for 
the welfare of families . Women worked at more jobs and 
at the same time continued to maintain their households . 
Second, women started to work in factories, particularly 
those known as maquiladoras. These are special assembly 
plants first built along the border with the United States 

but now found throughout Mexico . In the large border 
cities of Tijuana and Ciudad Juarez, the factories are 
staffed mainly by women . These women often work in 
unsafe surroundings and receive very low wages . In addi-
tion, many have been assaulted or murdered on their way 
to and from work .

The plight of children in Mexico is a major problem . 
Estimates of the number of homeless children in Mexico 
vary, but most agree that the numbers are large, perhaps as 
many as five million. More than a problem of law, the 
problems of Mexican children result from population 
increases and the slow rate of economic growth . Families, 
especially those in urban areas, have grown faster than 
their abilities to provide support for their children . Chil-
dren thus leave home to create a life for themselves on the 
streets . These street children, living by begging, stealing, 
and their wits, are far more common in Mexico than in the 
United States and Canada . They represent a major social 
challenge for Mexico .

THE WAR ON TERRORISM

Beginning with the September 11, 2001, al-Qaeda led 
terror attacks on the United States, the U .S . has been on 
a constant war footing . The attacks were used to justify 
another war against Saddam Hussein’s regime in Iraq, as 

Letter from Barack Obama indicating appropriation of 
Congressional funds for "Overseas Contingency Operations/
Global War on Terrorism." (Office of the White House)
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well as an ongoing war against the Taliban and other 
Islamist forces in Afghanistan . In the United States, the 
War on Terrorism has meant increased encroachments 

on both the everyday activities and the civil liberties of 
American citizens . In 2001 the U .S . Congress passed the 
Patriot Act, and in 2002 the Department of Homeland 
Security was formed to coordinate security measures 
that include the extensive use of communication moni-
toring, allows the searching of financial records, and 
permits the tracking of anyone suspected of a crime or 
potentially committing a terrorist act, almost all of 
which can be done by federal agencies without court 
warrants . Many civil rights groups oppose the measure, 
as an affront to the rights guaranteed to citizens in the 
Constitution .

THE WAR ON DRUGS

Often under pressure from the United States, but also due 
to spikes in violence within Mexico, the Mexican govern-
ment in 2006 greatly expanded its efforts to contain the 
activities of the drug cartels that transport drugs across the 
northern border into the United States . Both along the 
Gulf of Mexico and the Baja California border, Mexican 

A British C-130J Hercules aircraft launches flare 
countermeasures before being the first coalition aircraft to land on 
the newly reopened military runway at Baghdad International 
Airport. (Master Sergeant Robert R. Hargreaves Jr. )

Guzmán in U.S. custody when extradited on January 19, 2017. (Immigration and Customs Enforcement)
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drug cartels had operated often with impunity and the 
cooperation of Mexican federal and regional government 
officials. Though the result of heightened government 
action has been increased violence by the cartels directed 
against politicians and ordinary people alike, as exempli-
fied by the 2010 and 2011 San Fernando massacres, the 
effort has persisted through the administrations of four 
Mexican presidents .

—John C. Super and Steven L. Danver
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